Cleaning

Deep Cleaning

Protecting

Recoating

Maintenance Instructions
Below is a complete list of available maintenance instructions, along with abbreviations
to help you identify and select the right treatment.

WH-C 		
WH-DC
WH-P 		
WH-RC

Wood Hard Wax Oil Cleaning
Wood Hard Wax Oil Deep Cleaning
Wood Hard Wax Oil Protecting
Wood Hard Wax Oil Recoating

WL-C 		
WL-DC
WL-P 		
WL-RC

Wood Lacquered Cleaning
Wood Lacquered Deep Cleaning
Wood Lacquered Protecting
Wood Lacquered Recoating

WO-C 		
WO-DC
WO-P 		
WO-RC

Wood Oiled Cleaning
Wood Oiled Deep Cleaning
Wood Oiled Protecting
Wood Oiled Recoating

WS-C 		
WS-DC
WS-P 		
WS-RC

Wood Sport Cleaning
Wood Sport Deep Cleaning
Wood Sport Protecting
Wood Sport Recoating

WD-DC
WD-P 		
WD-RC

Wood Decking Deep Cleaning
Wood Decking Protecting
Wood Decking Recoating

Part of the Bona Care Program

Deep Cleaning Instructions

WD-DC

Wooden Decking (Oiled)
Part of the Bona Care Program

Deep Cleaning (B)
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Bona PowerScrubber combined with Bona DeepClean
W cleans wooden decking quickly and effectively. Deep
cleaning is not a standalone procedure, as some of
the surface protection is removed during the process,
therefore a new coat of oil should be applied after deep
cleaning. If the surface is still intact, perform gentle
deep cleaning using low pressure. For heavily soiled
or decayed wood, use the Bona PowerScrubber at full
power.

Attach orange brushes to the Bona PowerScrubber.
Fill the tank with 1 litre of Bona DeepClean W and
9 litres of water.
Set the contact pressure to medium or high.
Flush the decking with water so that it is wet.
Clean the decking, running the machine along the
boards in a systematic way.
Rinse the decking with water.
Allow to dry and follow with an application of Bona
Decking Oil.

For more information visit bona.com
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Protecting Instructions

WD-P

Wooden Decking (Oiled)
Part of the Bona Care Program

If the existing surface is still relatively intact, then a
simple maintenance oiling can be carried out. However,
if the decking exhibits grey, decayed wood then a full
re-oiling is necessary (see WD-RC).

Clean decking per process WD-DC and allow the
surface to dry fully.
Apply a thin, even coat of Bona Decking Oil on a
section of the decking using a wide brush or other
suitable applicator. Work along the full length of the
planks
After approx. 10-15 minutes, remove all surplus oil
with a cotton cloth. This can be done either manually
or with a buffing machine with a cloth wrapped
around the pad.
Continue with the remaining sections until the entire
decking has been treated.
The surface should be ready for light use after
12 hours (at 20°C/60% RH), although 24 hours is
required to develop full resilience. In the event of rain
prior to drying, re-application of a thin layer of oil may
be required.

For more information visit bona.com

Protecting (C)
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Recoating Instructions

WD-RC

Wooden Decking (Oiled)
Part of the Bona Care Program

Re-coating is necessary when the surface has been
damaged by the sun. To restore the natural beauty, the
damaged and decayed wood fibres must be removed
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prior to a new application of Bona Decking Oil. This is
quick and easy using the Bona PowerScrubber.

Attach

orange

roller

brushes

to

the

Bona

PowerScrubber.

After approx. 10-15 minutes, remove all surplus oil
with a cotton cloth. This can be done either manually
or with a buffing machine with a cloth wrapped

Fill the tank with a 1 litre to 9 litres solution of Bona

around the pad.

DeepClean W and water.
Continue with the remaining sections until the entire
Set the brush contact pressure to high.

decking has been treated.

Flush the decking with water. Ensure it is thoroughly

The surface should be ready for light use after

wet.

12 hours (at 20°C/60% RH), although 24 hours is

To clean the decking, work along the boards in a
systematic way.

required to develop full resilience. In the event of rain
prior to drying, re-application of a thin layer of oil may
be required.

Rinse the decking with clean water.
Allow the surface to dry thoroughly.
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Apply a thin, even coat of Bona Decking Oil, working
in sections. Using a wide brush or another suitable
applicator, follow the full length of the planks.

For more information visit bona.com

Recoating (D)
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